Excellence with Excel - Quiz Questions
Module 4 – Display and Printing
1. In the Excel screenshot below, columns D through H have been grouped and hidden
and column K has been hidden WITHOUT grouping it first. Once you’ve selected the
area of the entire table and clicked the “Plus” sign shown above column I, what are
the correct Excel keyboard shortcuts to ungroup and un-hide all of these columns?

a. Alt + A + U + U (to ungroup the columns).
b. Alt + D + G + U (to ungroup the columns).
c. Alt + A + G + G (to ungroup the columns).
d. Alt + O + C + U (to un-hide the columns).
e. Alt + O + R + U (to un-hide the columns).
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2. When and where might you decide to group and hide rows in an Excel model?
a. The “Balance Sheet check” at the bottom of the Balance Sheet to ensure that
Assets = Liabilities + Shareholder’s Equity.
b. To make it easier to sort or filter customer due diligence data sets – you can
simply hide the data you don’t need.
c. To hide unnecessary metrics in certain rows when you print out your Excel
models.
d. To show a single line item for Equity on the Balance Sheet, rather than splitting it
into items such as Common Stock, APIC, AOCI, Retained Earnings, and so on.

3. In the screenshot below, which shortcuts did you use to group columns C through D?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Alt + D + G + S (or Alt + H + O + U + L).
Alt + D + G + G (or Alt + A + G + G).
Shift + Alt + Right Arrow.
Ctrl + 0.

4. Why would you choose to group columns or rows instead of simply hiding them
(assuming you could NOT do both)?
a. You should group them when the data is relevant and needs to be referred to
often, and you should hide them when the data is completely irrelevant and
never needs to be referred to again.
b. You should group them when the irrelevant data is in adjacent columns/rows,
but hide them when the irrelevant data is in non-adjacent columns/rows.
c. Grouping is rarely preferable to hiding because it creates the unnecessary “+”
and “-” symbols that clutter your workbook.
d. Grouping is almost always preferable to hiding because it allows you and others
to easily see that something is hidden.
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5. What shortcut did you most likely use to go from the “Before” screenshot to the
“After” screenshot?
BEFORE:

AFTER:

a. Alt + W + F + F.
b. Alt + W + F + R.
c. Alt + W + F + C.
6. What's the most efficient way to zoom in and zoom out rapidly in an Excel worksheet
if SPEED is the most important factor?
a. Ctrl + Mouse Scroll Wheel (PC) or Ctrl + CMD + Mouse Scroll Wheel on the Mac.
b. Alt + V + Z.
c. Alt + W + Q.
d. Alt + Z + V.
7. What is the MOST likely reason why you would set up a Freeze Pane in a financial
model?
a. To make it easier to set the print range in your models.
b. If you need to balance the Balance Sheet and track down an error.
c. To make quarters / months / years and labels for each line item easier to see as
you’re scrolling through models that extend far to the right or very far down.
d. It makes it easier to export tables and graphs in your Excel model to PowerPoint.
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8. In the Excel screenshot below, what keyboard shortcut can you use to automatically
set the print range to exactly the area highlighted below?

a. Ctrl + F2.
b. Alt + P + S + P.
c. Alt + P + R + S.
d. Alt + P.
9. How can you adjust page breaks if you open an Excel file and find that there are too
many page breaks throughout and you need to eliminate or consolidate some of
them?
a. ‘Alt + W + I’ to go to Page Break View and use the mouse to drag the page
breaks.
b. ‘Alt + W + I’ to go to Page Break View and press the ‘Alt + P + D’ shortcut to
delete page breaks – it’s more efficient than using the mouse.
c. ‘Alt + W + L’ to go to Page Break View and use the mouse to drag the page
breaks.
d. ‘Alt + W + VG’ to go to Page Break View and use the mouse to drag the page
breaks.
e. ‘Alt + W + VH’ to go to Page Break View and use the mouse to drag the page
breaks.
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10. You would like to print the three worksheets listed in the tabs below. What is the best
sequence of shortcuts to accomplish this?

a. Shift + Ctrl + PgDn then Ctrl + P (or Shift + Ctrl + Fn + Down, then CMD + P on the
Mac).
b. Shift + Ctrl + PgDn + PgDn then Ctrl + P (or Shift + Ctrl + Fn + Down + Down, then
CMD + P on the Mac).
c. Shift + Ctrl + PgUp + PgUp then Ctrl + P (or Shift + Ctrl + Fn + Up + Up, then CMD
+ P on the Mac).
d. Ctrl + A then Ctrl + P (or CMD + A then CMD + P on the Mac).
11. You would like to print a large spreadsheet that will fill several pages. The first row of
your spreadsheet contains the title for each column. What is the BEST way to ensure
that these titles are printed at the top of each page?
a. Create a header in the Page Setup dialog that will be printed on each page.
b. Use the Page Setup dialog to fit your data so that it will all print on one page.
c. Select View, and then Page Break Preview to see where new pages will start.
Then, copy and insert the first row of your spreadsheet in each place where a
new page starts.
d. Use the Page Setup dialog to repeat the first row at the top of each page.

12. You have finished working on a spreadsheet and would like to print it. However, the
Print Preview dialog shows that some of your data will print on a second page. What is
the BEST way to fix this and print all of your data on one page?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Delete or hide the less relevant data to make room for the important data.
Use the “Legal Paper” setting to fit everything on one page.
Use Excel’s “Zoom Out” function to make the data smaller.
Select “Fit Sheet on One Page” in the Print Dialog.
Decrease the font size of the data until it fits on one page.
Decrease the size of your sheet’s rows and columns.
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